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1. Workshop with all library staff

Plan to have a workshop and feedback to our colleagues on what we have learnt here.

2. ORCID

Will publish the site and show staff on the benefits of having an Orcid account and create a community of GZU employees where they can share their research and experiences with fellow researchers both within and internationally.

3. CREATION OF A STUDENT CLUB

Choose student ambassadors who will work as focal people on the promotion of e-resources at the institution.

4. OPEN ACCESS DATABASES BY ELSEVIER

Explore all Open Access databases published by Elsevier and add these to our collection and publish these to our colleagues through a workshop. Will explore Mendley and work with our academic staff on how they can share their research using the platform. Explore the Scientific African journal and see how our researchers can contribute research to the journal.

5. WORLD DIGITAL LIBRARY

GZU’s niche area is culture and Heritage, through this mission there is hope to work with the world digital library and explore how our researchers can contribute research to this very important tool.

6. OPENRefine

The institution is in the process of moving from Mandarin to Koha so there is hope to use OpenRefine. The software has come at the right time and will help in cleaning our data.